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ABSTRACT: For over ten years Alta Ski Lifts Snow Safety has been developing software specifically for
use within the ski area to assist in data collection, graphic display of the data, and archiving the data for
query purposes. The primary goals of the software development are directed towards an easy interface
to enable avalanche workers to query, with relative ease, any parameter before or after avalanche
hazard reduction work. Other goals include transferring the data collected for educational uses to future
avalanche hazard forecasters within the program and to assist in creating a daily avalanche hazard
forecast. With the advancement of technology in personal computing and remote data acquisition, the
possibilities have become infinite conceming what data to collect, the frequency of data collection, and
what parameters are relevant to aide the worker in day to day operations. Weather, avalanche,
operations, terrain, and snow pit data parameters are discussed. The developmental history of the
software has been affected significantly as new programming tools have become available. Advances
with hardware have created a perpetual process of reevaluating how much data is too much. This paper
presents the past, present, and future development processes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the early 1980's the Alta Ski Area's,
Snow Safety Department began archiving
avalanche and weather data on a computer. The
computer had 512 kilobytes of memory, 2-5;4 floppy
drives, and a 300 baud modem. The computer cost
US$5,000.. At this same time, they invested in a
Campbell Scientific CR21 datalogger and sensors
that recorded remote wind and temperature data.
As technology developed new tools at an alarming
rate, decisions had to be made on a regular basis.
Options on hardware, software, and remote data
acquisition systems, have been, and will continue to
be, very dynamic. The past, present, and future
development processes are discussed in this paper.

2. HISTORY

The recording of weather and avalanche
data started in the early 1940's, in and surrounding
the Alta Ski Area. The United States Forest Service
(USFS) was recording data for avalanche studies
and operational needs for the safety of skiers in the
Alta Ski Area. The USFS was responsible for
avalanche hazard forecasting and control during
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this time. Wind sensors, hard wired into strip chart
recorders, and air temperature sensors, attached to
ink graphing devices, were introduced. All the data
was recorded by hand in daily logs. The USFS had
designed specific forms for daily recording in the
late 1960's. Art Judson created the USFS West
Wide Avalanche Network (WWAN)in 1967. It
would significantly impact data collection and
recording in the following years. Several locations
began submitting the forms each month. The forms
were collected to build a database. The forms

i
were very lengthy and were not designed for
computer entry. Knox Williams was hired in 1970.
His task was to manage and expand the network.
Forms were designed in 1972 on a standard
80-column format. The data was taken from the
forms and keypunched onto cards, which were theh
processed by a mainframe computer at Colorado
State University. The data was used to generate a
monthly newsletter started by Judson and taken
over (and named "Avalanche Notes") by Williams.
The "Avalanche Notes" were compiled and mailed
each of the winter months to 300 patrollers, snow
rangers, scientists, and other members of the
avalanche community. The data from the cards
was then transferred onto 9 track magnetic tape.
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In the 1980's the punch cards were eliminated and
the data was entered into a file that was written to
disk.

Responsibility for the avalanche hazard
forecasting program shifted from the USFS to the
Alta Ski Area in the early 1970's. Knowledge of
data collection and recording was passed on. This
was the case with many programs within the
avalanche industry. Each operation tailored their
data coliectiOh and recording to meet specific
operational needs. Few people, if any, at this time
could foresee the upcoming advancements in
technology. A complex decision process would be
created by these advancements. What data do we
collect? With what frequency do we look at this
data? What data do we archive? Will this actually
help make us better avalanche hazard forecasters?

3. DATA INTEGRATION

The first datalogger and sensors Alta Ski
Area used in daily operations proved to be reliable.
Collection of hourly, six hour, and twenty four hour
data was collected from the top of the mountain.
Data included: wind velocity and direction,
maximum wind gust each hour, and average air
temperature. Twenty four hour maximum and
minimum values were also collected. The data was
collected with the PC phone modem calling the
datalogger site modem via 2 miles of a single pair
of copper wires. The reports were printed out in
columns from printable ASCII files produced by the
datalogger. But what did the data mean to the
forecaster?

No data has This new data had to be
. integrated into the

meanmg apart from forecaster's thought
its context. process. It wasn't as

~*

'..- '------------'simple as talking to the
night time grooming crew any more. Now there
were columns of numbers on a white piece of
paper. These numbers were samples from one
place on the mountain. How did the data relate to
the 250 avalanche starting zones the forecaster had
to evaluate? No data has meaning apart from its
context. In a ski area, "Ground Truth" verification is
part of performing the hazard evaluation and
avalanche control work. As the forecasters started
to relate the data to what actually occurred, the tools
became more useful. Once the forecasters became
confident with the correlation of the data and reality,
it was time to look forward. Where could these
wonderful new tools help the hazard forecasters
even more?
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4. THE INITIAL DECISIONS

After the first winter of collecting remote
weather data, it was obvious that the data helped
forecasters make operational decisions.
Discussions took place on what data the Snow
Safety Department - should archive. By 1982
improvements in mass storage devices for personal
computers made archiving weather data feasible.
Software advancements made the creation of
databases a reality. A program named DBASE 4
was purchased. The questions were asked, "What
types of data do we enter into the computer?" "How
much data is enough?" "How much data is too
much?" The data fields in the WWAN weather
report sheets were used as a template. It was
agreed that many of the data fields in the WWAN
form were appropriate for day to day operations. It
was believed that the time required to fill out the
monthly reports to the WWAN could be reduced if
the data was entered into the computer. Entering
weather data into the computer seemed a natural
progression; since the computer was being used to
already collect data from the remote site on top of
the mountain.

Avalanche occurrence data was the next
consideration. Discussions on entering this data
into the computer were quite dynamic between
avalanche workers. There was no obvious
contribution from a daily operational stand point.
Why should the time required to enter the data be
spent by workers? It was agreed to start entering
the data to help compile the monthly reports to the
WWAN and track explosives usage. Discussions
included visions of computer technology improVing
over the next 25 years and data was entered now
would become usable. It was concluded that future
avalanche forecasters could benefit from the data
as advancements in technology occurred. Using
the archived avalanche data might allow them to
see weather factors leading to unusual and
historical avalanche events. The WWAN report
sheets were used as templates. Some data fields
were deleted, others changed. The same
customizing was performed with both the weather
and avalanche sheets from theWWAN.

How far do we travel back in history? There
was a large inventory of "hard copy" records in the
Alta Area. With almost 40 years of records kept by
the USFS in the Alta area, how far back should we
try and record data in the computer? The decision
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5. THE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT BEGINS

Just putting the
data in a
computer and
providing
software to
access it wasn't
nearly enough.

6. DATA COLLECTION & RECORDING EVOLVES

The main
concern moved
to keeping the
amount of data
to a usable
level.

With the change in personnel, the structure
of tasks were divided in order to dedicate more time
to data collection and database development.
Dataloggers and sensors continued rapid
improvements. Measuring and recording weather
parameters in remote locations improved. Real
time data was established in the program. The
correlation between the data from the top of the
mountain and the avalanche starting zones had
been accomplished. Advances in snow depth
measurement and precipitation sensors now made
it possible to collect data from remote sites. Radio
telemetry had improved to enable true, "stand
alone" data sites. Discussions still took place on a
regular basis on the
database goals. As
remote weather sites
were added, careful
consideration was
given with each new
site. Only a couple of
years earlier, there
was a concern that the
program was not
getti ng enoug h
weather data. The
main concern moved to keeping the amount of data
to a usable level. Weather and avalanche data
were keypunched into the database with "user
friendly" entry screens. SnowBase had reached a
point where it was a relational database. Users
were able to view weather and avalanche data
together.

Avalanche occurrence forms were
developed for each control route within the ski area.
The hard copy forms were improved to make
recording less time consuming for the avalanche
workers.

Snow profiles were now easily entered into
the computer. Recording data from snow pits was
faster in the field. Once back in the office, entering
columns of numbers into the database returned nice
looking snow profiles.

Terrain data from each starting zone was
collected and entered into the database. These
included aspect, elevation above sea level, and
degree of slope steepness. It was time again to
align the technology with the program's goals,
strategies and processes. There are no
technologies today or in the past that can do this for
you. The issue that databases are only as good as
the data they contain, had the forecasters

The data started getting poured into the
computer at a steady pace. Due to the cryptic
nature of the DBASE 4 software, the audience of
people who could look at it was limited. At times,
with the usual computer "glitches" that we are all too
familiar with today, progress was less than
enth usiastic. A local skier at Alta approached the
avalanche forecasters with a great interest in the
project. He was interested in developing software
for the weather and avalanche data. Roger Atkins
began what turned into a nine year involvement.
He began developing software, which in time, took
on the name SnowBase. It was an equitable
agreement; "code for skiing". As long as there were
improvements in the
software, Atkins
would receive season
passes at the ski
area. Early in the
archiving of data,
everyone realized the
key to effective
databases was not
just the technology.
Yes, it was a
significant technical
challenge to build a
database, select software, and educate workers.
The return for that effort comes from what you do
with the data. Just putting the data in a computer
and proViding software to access it wasn't nearly
enough. The key was to use the data in context--if
the data wasn't in context it was just a bunch of
numbers. One of the biggest challenges for any
relational database is to understand the context so
you can assemble the data your program needs.
This is key in making informed decisions. Atkins's
programming abilities were complimented by his
avalanche experience, both in control work and
guiding for helicopter skiing operations.

In 1986 and 1987 the Snow Safety
Department personnel changed. Titus Case was
appointed Director of Snow Safety, followed by
Daniel Howlett being assigned the Assistant
Director's position. The work on SnowBase
continued.

was made that the database was being created for
only the ski area permit area. The data would start
from the first date that there were consistent
weather records kept within the permit area.
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7. DATABASE ENGINEERING ACCELERATES

reevaluate the data fields often. The quality of the
data being entered was always scrutinized. Now
we wanted to see a return from all the data entry.
"Discovery Techniques" with the database had to·be
developed.

Nothing will ever
replace the
process of
passing on
experiences, and
actual field work
between
avalanche
workers.

•
•

•

Provide "Intuitive Navigation" for the user.
Contain "point n' click" filtering of records.
Graph weather and avalanche data for a
defined range of dates or filtered records.
Structure the weather database in such a
way users could view 24 hour, six hour, and
one hour data graphically.
Generate reports to file or print from a
defined range of datesbases.
Develop a database that integrated daily
operational data with the weather and
avalanche data.
Develop a database for individual storm
tracking.
Improve the snow profile module.
Develop a statistical database that can
produce historical comparisons easily.
Develop a query process that can look at
individual records in all databases.
Export any data in the program to a comma
delimited ASCII file.
Have the ability to customize reports from
any of the databases.
Compatibility with Local and Wide Area
Network deployments.
Include on line help and full program
documentation.

Besides meeting daily operational needs, emphasis
was to be on
creating a tool that
would help educate
new and current
avalanche workers.
This wasn't to
replace the teaching
that occurred
between the
workers. Nothing
will ever replace the
passing on of
experiences and
actual field work
between avalanche
workers. It was believed that if the database
became easy to use, new and experienced workers
would be able to pick out certain parameters they
were observing and see if they had occurred in the
past. It was an "all or nothing" commitment since
we were changing operating systems on the
computer. To be certain the work was completed,
Alta Ski Area would hire the programmer to work in
the Snow Safety office over the summer.

We were given the support from our
Company that was necessary to continue. The
search for a new programmer began.

We had reached
a point with the
database that it
seemed like a
fancy electronic
file cabinet.

•

Advancements in technology and other
operational factors allowed us to begin archiving
hourly data from the remote sites. There were now
four remote systems. The computer would call the
stations on an hourly basis. The hourly data stream
from the remote sites contributed greatly to the
avalanche hazard forecast. We were now able to
view interval snowfall, water equivalent, wind speed
and direction, temperature, and relative humidity..
Additional snow depth sensors reported total storm
snowfall and total snow depth. SnowBase had not
developed into a program that could ingest and
graphically display this amount of data. There were
limited query abilities and the routines were time
consuming. There were over thirty avalanche
workers that could
potentially gain
knowledge from the
database.
SnowBase was
used by only four or
five people in the
program. There was
not adequate time to
use the database
without interfering
with daily operations. Roger Atkins was becoming
more involved with heliski guiding in Utah and
Canada. The time commitment necessary to keep
improving the program was too great. We had
reached a point with the database that it seemed
like a fancy electronic file cabinet. We felt that all
the work in SnowBase had proven useful, but it was
missing the task of contributing to specific daily
operational needs. With the increased volume of
weather data and other database goals we
redefined, we needed the support of the ski area
management to take the next step. The
commitment was a large one. Both in time and
money. Many conversations with other avalanche
forecasters and avalanche workers took place. The
architecture of the databases contained in
SnowBase would have to be redesigned. The goals
of improving the database program included:

Be written in a program language that
supported 32-bit processing.
Automatically import the datalogger data.
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9. THE PROGRAMMER'S PERSPECTIVE

8. A NEW PROGRAMMER IS FOUND

I was focused on
creating a
desktop that
allowed
forecasters to
access all the
information and
tools at all times.

We didn't have to go very far to find the
person. Randy Trover worked as the Assistant
Snow Safety Director at Snowbird, Utah. He had a
strong interest in programming and felt he was
qualified for the project. Alta Ski Area hired him for
the summer months. Howlett and Trover had
experience with different operating systems and
programming software. The first task was finding
the correct platform to perform the programming.
We feared technology could out run the chosen
platform. We couldn't put all our resources into a
platform that might not work in three years. Trover
suggested a relatively new platform at that time;
Borland's® Delphi"'. Further research showed that
it had great promise over the next several years.
Third party tools were being develot>ed for Delphi '"
that would help the programming process. Delphi '"
was purchased and the programming started. The
new program would be named SnowJob.

Why did we choose Delphi"'?
Compiled Language.
Full access to Windows ®API.
Prior experience in the base language of
Delphi"'; Turbo Pascal ....

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Data to Information was the main goal.

This drove all other processes. The critical concept
was for SnowJob to present information through
intuitive navigation
to the end user.
This meant the user

'S. had an easy method
.... that flowed from one

task to another. I
was focused on
creating a desktop
that allowed
forecasters to
access all the
information and
tools at all times.
The format had to
not intimidate the user. Also, to present the desktop
in a way that the different databases related to each
other. Information needed to be presented to the
user in a way that made sense and lead to a greater
understanding of the "big picture". Examples of this
concept are the way the graphics execute. You can

start with the largest scale graph, and then step
through different time lines. Starting with 24 hour
graphs, then to 6 hour, and finally to 1 hour. During
these steps in time, you can maintain your links
forward and backward, while having access to the
most important information from each period at your
finger tips.

DATABASE STRUCTURE
• Databases were structured with emphasis

on queries.
• Databases were first taken to the

"3rt! normal form".
• All keys, relationships, constraints, and

domains were defined.
• Data was then "denormalized" to make the

most important information available to
query processes and report creation.

• Occasionally, "normalization" leads to data
fragmentation that requires extensive
programming and processing power to
convert data back into information. Part of
the structure was to "pre-query" commonly
accessed data and store them in the
database. This made certain types of
queries only have to display the data that
had already been processed.
"Always on top"; a design that would allow
unbroken access from one database to the
other. No matter which database you were
working with at the time.

APPLICATION ARCHITECTURE
Open-ended; Not to integrate everything so
tightly that changes to one module,
required an entire program rewrite.
Each module was built on a base object
that encapsulates basic database, and
interprocess communication protocols.

• Each base object in turn is part of the
overall Application Object that manages the
low level interplay of each process. This
allows the application as a whole to be
tightly integrated, but not totally dependant
on some other process that might not be
available.
The processes above, allowed new
modules to be easily plugged into
SnowJob.
Changes and upgrades are easily added to
an extensible framework that is consistent
across the entire application.

• Each module has the ability to stand on its
own.
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Work information that was to be persistent was
stored. Queries and filters were stored in the
database tables. Codes, constraints, and other
changeable parts of the application were stored in
tables.

GRAPHICAL INTERFACE
Although the math behind these graphics

may make your eyes glaze over, the practical
application of graphics is the heart of the database.
Without "discovery techniques", there is no
effective analysis. Without effective analysis, how
can one possibly make sense of gigabytes of data
and consistently gain knowledge? By using
graphics, one can transform data into knowledge
about your environment-both better knowledge of
what has happened, and insight into what may
happen. Graphic display of data provides a fast and
easy way for data to be transformed into
knowledge, then to be delivered to a wider
audience. The Snow Safety Department would not
realize the full benefit of SnowJob if it was to rely on
a small group of highly skilled computer users to
service the entire staff. Every product was
developed with input from avalanche workers. The
key to integrate computer produced products into
daily operations was to get opinions from as many
non-computer users as possible. The final products
were designed, for the most part, by workers that
did not use computers.

9. CURRENT DAY PRODUCTS

SnowJob is working on a daily basis in the
Snow Safety program at Alta. Many of the tasks it
performs are automated. The payoff of all the
money and time invested is starting to be realized.
Real time graphic display of weather, avalanche,
and terrain information is available. Measured
parameters and derived parameters are produced.
Each computer that is running the program on the
Local Area Network(LAN), can customize what
reports get automatically output to the printer.
There is a computer in the ski patrol locker room
that is available to all avalanche workers to query.
Information is piped out to the LAN for any worker
in the company to look at current mountain weather,
or browse through a click n' point calendar to review
snow totals from years past. To pUblish all the
graphs and capabilities of SnowJob is beyond the
scope of this document. The following pages
contain figures of some of the highlights of the
program. To fully appreciate the capabilities of this
tool, one has to sit at the computer monitor. .

.;, SnowJob I!I~EJ
files ~etUp !::!elp About

wx I Ax lops ITerrainI Storm '?{j Query~ Pits ICodeView I PrintFonn I

A floating menu bar allows the user to launch modules at any time. There are seven databases at the time
of this paper. An eighth database is being added to maintain and access images of avalanches.
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Calendar

no
Snow: 575.50 in. Water: 42.42 in.

Alta Winter Totals MTD

Snow: 95.50 in. Water: 6.92 in.

Tuesday. March 31. 199B
Sun Man Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat

100" 1004 " 1,.00.
2

0,0" ~ 900" 3000" ~ 10 4 I::C" 5029~ 1:200~0.93" ~ 12 7 I.
8 ' 9 ~~~~~

4.00" O.1~" 0.50· 0.02"~~~~~

67n n u ~ ~ v ~
0.01" O.OS" O.~O" 0.12" 1.00" 0.08" 0.50" O.OS" 17.50" 1.65" 18.50" 1.29"

29
9.50" O.S1"

5
5.11" 1.32"

12
30

10.00" 0.s0"

"2.5'" 1.22" •'.51" 1.31"

11
2 3 4

5.51" '.IW" 3."" '.22" 1.11" '.IM"

The Calendar allows users to click through sequential years, months, and days. The YTD and MTD totals
auto calculate new values for the range defined. Total Class 2 or better, new snow avalanches are shown
in the upper left corner of each day. Old snow avalanches appear in the upper right hand corners.

irNumil OYo 108131138173243 IMode - IBrgwse]

M-!!ftitlfil,l§ _Io'x'
Viewe:r I EoIi.t/Hooli.fy I Wx/Ax Viewer I _ct ...i.l. Wx I Heu:r1y WX:

rri Find 0'] Next ?{j EndFilter <!\Key ~R.nge &1l Cancel I ~Tot.ls ~lDe1ete I~RepO:rt ~ Print I~ Export

?{] SeeFitter ?G SaveFiher ?U LoadFilter l§Ti"", I ... I .. I .. I ... I a:: ReFreshj e: AviRose I
24 Hour Wea the

*D4te
Collins Collins Bas:l Base ~ITota1IAveragel~e;lG~:i~as:IBas~l.stor~Nud>erIOldsnowldensityI~

Snow Water Snow Water Speed High Low K.i.gh Low Ax Ax

~ 0~/19/96 25 1.66 , , , , .
0~/20/96 10 .43 5 0.24 117 25 17 6 22 11 9605 28 1 .04

01/21/96 6 .45 0 0 113 25 1B 6 22 12 4 0 .OB

n/22/96 1.5 .07 2.5 0.12 115 16 10 -1 17 -7 8 2 .05

01/23/96 6 .31 5 0.25 113 21 10 0 16 5 9606 0 0 .05 -I
0~/24/96 22 1.3 19 0.9 1~7 29 16 6 21 12 9606 ~ 0 .06

ill £
6 Hour Weathe

Date ITIME IDIR I SPD IB~dYIBa~dylBase.I1jBase~ICOllin:sICOl.1.:i.nS1SKyITRANSISToRMIDensityp
Do1%' spd Snow Water Water SnOW'

~ 01/19/96 ~O, 00 2BB 15 262 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 9605

0~/~9/96 ~6, 00 285 16 273 35 10 0.95 1.3 16 5 2 9605 .OB

01/~9/96 22,00 286 17 275 3B 0 0 0 0 0 0 9605

0~/20/96 04,00 293 16 267 26 6 0.4 0.34 9 5 2 9605 .04.::J

~-'" ~I
rhg protection route.

.::J

- - - .ISearch - (1=I95J Key - [DATEKEYj

The daily weather screen displays 24 hour, 6 hour weather data, and 24 hour avalanche information. Any
field can be filtered to setup specific queries. All the screens within SnowJob have this capability. Filters
can then be named and saved for use at a later time. The tabs on the top of the screen allow the user to
click between the entry/edit screen, the weather/avalanche viewer, six hour weather (Detail Wx), and hourly
weather databases. Navigation is cloned in all screens. To go directly to the date 11/01/1982, the user
types 821101. On dates that old snow avalanches are recorded, the text on the line is red.
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M.,lftti@1!,i§
Viewer

01/16/96 9 1.22

01/11/96 20 1.88

.01/18/96 3 .27

01/19/96 25 1.66 16 1.3 107 31 15

01/20/96 10 .43 5 0.24 117 25 17

01/21/96 6 .45 0 0 113 25 18

01/22/96 1.5 .07 2.5 0.12 115 16 10

01/23/96 6 .31 5 0.25 113 21 10

01/24/96 22 1.3 19 0.9 117 29 16

01/25/96 26 1. 78 26 1.5 137 32 11

aetril. WX

-5 9605 42 3

20 14 9605 19 0

22 11 9605 28 1

22 12 4 0

11 -7 8 2

16 5 9606 0 0...1
21 12 9606 1 0

17 5 9606 35 :r

... fellx'

Search = [12108195}

Date

• 01/18/96 DC

01/18/96 DC

01/18/96 DC
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01/18/96 DC
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01/18/96 DC

Key = [DATEKEYj Mode = [BrowseJ

800 48 72 100 H B ...1
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~

0813188 17:36:40

The weather and avalanche viewer displays each avalanche occurrence record of the day you highlight.
The ability to filter weather and avalanche data on the same screen helps the user define additional queries..

N'Siftltltt",i§ _lplX'
viewer I E4iit/Me4iify I WXjAx Viewer I »et&i.1. WX: I H.ur.l.y Wx
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Date 'I~
Base Hi Base Low Germ Hi Germ. Lo

F F [is r
SigWind Master
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Tota1 Snow 'l'ota.1 Water AVgSpeed StOr1'h. *
ps- f1.66 ~ /%OS

-6 Hour Weathe

Date Time GDir GSpd. BDir BSpd. BSn.... BVater CSnow CVat.er Stotw Sky Transport

101 / 1./•• 1'°,o0 F F F F F fD.iiD F ro.oo 1••0• 10 I"
1°1 / 1./•• 11 .,00 j285 F j273 F liD." ro:os F f1:32 '••0. ~ [2

1°1 / 1./•• 1"'°0 Ffi7 F [3B F fD.iiD FfD.iiD "605 10 10
101./20/96 1°4 ,00 FFFFFr-o.wF~19.0' ~ [2ro

" :1
f' _...ti_ ._,.

Search = 112108195J Key - [DATEKEYj Mode - [BrowseJ I INuml I 0% I0013188 17:32:55

Some fields for daily weather information are still manually entered. The screen duplicates the hard copy
form that is used daily. Comments are critical for future query results. Some of the fields contain subjective
data from the forecasters that will never be imported automatically.
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24 HOUR TIME SERIES graphs weather and avalanches for the defined range. Note the arrows on the top
header. Once a range is defined, the user can go back or forward in time. The graph scrolls the same
range in time the user defined initially. This allows the user to go over many years in a short period of time
and "zoom in" to unusual events. This also offers a valuable tool for error checking the data.
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6 HOUR TIME SERIES contains more detail of each 24 hour period. If there are more than two 12 hour time
periods with precipitation, the totals are "smoothed" and graphed. Periods with greater than 10 inches of
accumulated snowfall are totaled. Due to the scaling, 10% density snowfall graphs evenly with the water
equivalent line. This enables a view of snowfall density that occurred during the storm. Wind is plotted in
6 hour intervals. Total snow on the ground allows viewing settlement over time. As with other weather
graph windows, users are able to go back or forward in time. Snow and water totals are recalculated with
each time period. Different periods of time can be totaled by defining a range on the bottom x-axis.
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HOURLY TIME SERIES is completely automated by ingesting remote data. The graph is designed for
operational purposes and has a maximum capacity of displaying 36 hours. Temperatures at two elevations
are in the top frame. Wind velocity, direction, and maximum gust, are depicted on a "Wind Ribbon". The
arrows point into the wind. The hour average velocity is the bottom line of the ribbon. The maximum gust
is the top line. This provides a unique look at the wind patterns and trends. Different locations of wind data
are graphed in the same window by clicking a button. The interval snowfall depth sensor is cleaned every
12 hours. Snowfall and precipitation intensity are easily viewed. When users navigate forward or backward
in the defined time range, snowfall and water totals are automatically recalculated.

!rmHtotBls

ALTA HOURS TOTALS

1210819717:00 -1210919706:00

Collins Snow 12

Collins Water 0.62

Collins Max Snow 2.00

~--
Collins Max Water 0.10

~ Germ High 10

Germ Low 5

Germ Max Gust 41

GermAvg Dir 296

Germ Avg Speed 15

Baldy Max Gust 64

Baldy Avg Speed 38

Baldy Avg Dir 306

OK

On 12108/97 18:00

On 12J08197 18:00

On 12108/97 17:00

On 12109197 04:00

On 12108/97 18:00

On 12108/97 18:00

YiJJA time range that is defined in the hourly
database, produces derived parameters from the
weather data.

Wind roses can be created in any weather data
screen.
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"Date t"PathlShOtNuml Timel;::':;~lsiZelvertiel.ID:~':t.ID~~thIWidthISl3IttTYPeIL>:yerl Dud I~
~ 01122J96~ 18 08::30 L2 3 750 36 96 150 T H B 0

01122J96 MB 20 10:00 t>:l 1 0
01122J96 MB 21 10:00 t>:l 1 0
01122J96 MB 21 10:00 P!2 0 0
01122J96 MB 23 10:00 A4 2 375 18 :30 60 T 5 A 0
01122J96 MB 23 10:00 P!2 1 0
01122J96 MB 24 10:00 A4 2 375 18 30 60 T 5 A D...J
01122J96 MB 24 10:00 P!2 2 300 12 18 30 T 5 A 0
01122J96 MB 24 10:00 t>:l 0 0
01122J96 MB 25 10:00 A4 2 375 18 24 40 T 5 A 0

S.orch - ~ll.uUllJ Key' (DATEKEY] 1I0d. - (B........) 08131.98 20:41:45

Avalanche Viewer allows powerful filtering of records. The user clicks on any of the field headers and a pop
up box let's them enter the range of alpha or numeric characters they require. Instant information on
avalanche paths or shot numbers is available. "Double clicking" on the Path field, every avalanche, Class
2 or larger, are totaled by size for the history of that path. Individual shot numbers can be double clicked
and have the same report generated. Navigation is cloned and operates the same as the weather modules.
Defining a range of time generates different summaries and reports. Entries with comments are depicted
by red colored text. Filters can be named, saved, and recalled at a later time.

re·Sffliu?+
P" Class 2 P" Class 3 J;' Class 4 P" Class 5 P" !'i~w .SriOWj J;' Old Snow

N

_ID'X'
~ Printl "Clos" I

Avalanche Rose
12101196 - 12130196
Class 2= +
Class3= 0
Class 4= 0
Class5= •

New Snow = •
OldSnow= •

Wf--+-+------+"":':+-f--*'--1--+-t--+--I--+--+---lE

S

THE AVALANCHE ROSE takes a user defined time range, then queries the avalanche and terrain
databases. Designed for color printing or monitor viewing, new snow and old snow avalanche occurrences
are denoted by color. Users can click on the top header and define what size and type of avalanche tfley
want to appear on the graph. Having an extensive terrain database is required to produce this graph.
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THE OPERATIONS database was created to record avalanche control missions and avalanche closures.
Avalanche closures outside of the ski area that directly affect the ski area are recorded. Data from the
operations database are included in weather reports that are generated.

--!l5'Hb _!plxl

:[:i.ew OpS I Add/Modily OpS I !2efine New Closure

... I • I ~ I H I
-opera.tions - Oosures

Date IStart L~ 1£1 Closures For 01/23/97
Expand I

01/16/97 0800
~1OC6 Collapse I.., BC

01/17197 None I!1Il!I!I
01/18/97 Mise III MS

01/19/97 None III SBG

01/20/97 None
III CBH
101 CRS

01/21/97 Early III RNR
01/22/97 0800

-l
IOl SMR

~ I Early
01/24/97 0800 ~

I DEVILS CASTlE

rGuns IlJId Avis

IJ7 105RR J7 75RR J7 Helicopter J7 Avalancher F:' T IlJIk F:' Special

ControIMe~ods------ ~outes

Germ Avi Front
SupremeAvi Supreme
SunnyAvi Bks
East Baldy Broom
HeIlGate(105) Bshoulder
Village(105) BJ
Baldy(105) HG

SEAROi STRING ~ OMI11D1 CURRENT INDEX - O.te MODE: Browse I INuml I 0% I08I311!l8 20:43:43

The terrain database has three
components. A viewer, a filter screen,
and an edit/modify screen. Vertical fall
distances to certain terrain features in
each path are also included in the
database.

H.$I€"§li·!i·yPU", _Iplx'
Vi....% I $etFitter I fditlModify

0'1 Find ~Nellt I?OE"'''''''' "~oy tS}Bangl E$)c~nat' tSlIotaIs I ~d'I... 1

ROUTE SHOT NAME REGION ASPECT\ANGlE REV FALl1 F.....l2 F.....L3 .
.~ 11 Rope-A-Oope 2 3M 41 9175310

12 Face 2 320 41 9075380

HN n Above Jump Hili 2 340 43 9075200

HN 14 lowShot 2 325 41 9075200

HR 1 Ru,tler.1 1 315 38 9n5960toutnck 1060 to lower eat 1200 to bottom

HR 2 RUSTLER 11fZ 1 330 40 97'00 860 to eaUnek 960 to lowe1' cattl1100 to bottom _

HR 3 Trolley Shot 1 325 40 9625 140 CAT ~CK 860 L CAT TRACt 1020 BOTTOM

HR 4 Rusder2 1 325 40 9515 T60 to eat neil: 860 to lower eat tl1000 to bottom

HR 5 RUSTLER 21fZ 1 325 45 9550 lS20 CAT TRACK

HR 6 Rust Pine Cl'lutil 1 285 38 !M25 6.co CAT TRACK

HR 7 High Lonepine 1 295 40 9475 100 to chute 690 to cat track

HR 8 Lonepine Trolley 1 225 44 9425 610 CAT TRACK

HR 9 Rustler3 2 345 38 93SO 560 to eatncil: 660 to k>wercat tl800 to bottom

HR 10 SecAtChutJt 2 315 45 9150 460 to ut track 650 to lower cat tl100 to bottom

HR 11 2 305 44 9175 380 CAT TRACK

HR 12 2 295 45 9OGO 20&0 CAT TRACK

HR n Wlndy PolntAr.a 2 335 42 9000 290 to~ track.

HR 14 2 315 40 8950 130 CAT TRACK .r• I

Search"" (J Key - lROUTE] Modll'''''\Browse! Num 0" OBJ31J9B:JUS.12
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12/16190 12:00:00 TC,RO.KO Power Outage 151 .... Cloudy
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.:Jr".........11 th. WOOf ,n", ......91.th. mow ....",....""....,
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I INom! I 0% ~oer""" 20"",02

SNOW PROFILES are entered with three
different windows. Shown here is the main
screen where users can add or browse
through existing profiles. Layers/Notes are
entered in separate windows due to their
complexity.

I~ Print I'" Oose I
Emma #2 Right; #86 0111519514:00:00

Observer: Howie, Bill Barron Air Temp: Sky Conditions :Mst ClOUdy

Elevation: 10000 Aspect: 120 Angle: 39

Notes we trlNersed au the ~ay: over to shot 91. the snow clNerage is symetrical. 60·80Cm. The mltfz crust
is wide spread (SE,S,sw) and supportable to 9,000' where it becomes weaker and breakable.

An example of
profile. Users
through multiple
with a keystroke.
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I Base Snow F" aueTemps r ? Jj.lp I~ PrintFonnI
~earch ~•• I Searc:h .y "an... I .l.uery.y'bn,e I .uery .y Suse~r- 'i ExeOits (!;Res.. I

[S.t a... Rong. [set Search FUnse

I I111101JSl ~ j04/01198 J04ilOI98

-.selfch Results

Snow W_, Maste,. Speed Hi Temp ~o TempAvg Temp Ax OI<!A><

R~nSle 67 3 143 ,. 30 18 2. 83 1

NormaJs 60 5 130 10 33 20 26 58 3

% Normal 105% 60% 110% 14D".4 91% 90".4 92% 143% 33%

0... SnowlWaterj Mal1:er1 Spd AvgHi AvgLo AvgTemp Ax OldAx ..

.. 04J01181 49 • 100 0 44 28 36 8 .-
04J01182 66 9 185 0 35 21 2855 1

O4J01J83 118 8 199 11 25 16 2052 1

04J01184 104 9 180 11 ZT 14 20 71 5
O4J01J85 23 2 120 13 30 16 24 5 0 .

THE STATISTICS module creates historical reports that relate to defined ranges of time. There are four
different screens that each allow different formats and options to the user. Defining a query over a number
of days is particularly useful during long duration storms.

MU¥i!.l4 _iglxr

I Bas. Snow F" Bu,Temps j::; ? t:I.lp I~PrintFonnl

S..~h lIy.ays I .search.y Ibn,. I luery ay tan•• I .uery.y Seu.n

I 9 Exe<ut~ (!; Reset I

-Search Rang ["R.sults
Days In Starch r- r' I / I . I H I Ii FiltOi:-l

Rang_Low ~
D>l. ISnowl~"'- MhtliK Spd AvgHi A\Iglo .-."gTemp Ax 0IcIIUI -

• 0311"-'5 9 U 144 10 .. 2S 37 • i...J
Range Hi ~ 0311_ 10 U 145 12 •• 23 "64 •

03117195 10 I.' 146 " 44 2. "64 2
1l2Al1196 10 1.2 128 28 23 ~ 10 40 1

Il2Al2I96 10 1.2 128 27 28 2 15 .. 1

Il2Al3I96 • 1.1 127 24 34 10 2268 1

-Search Criteri 01n2JW • 2.3 12. 11 25 1 16148 •
Snow rs-- To ro- 010.7197 • .. 133 ,. 36 " 25 216 2

W;a.ter ro.s- To ~
Master f120 To ~

Ax ~ To ~

OI<!A>< r-- To floG
Speed r- To ~

Hi ~ To ~
. .=J

Low r- To ~

Entering the current weather parameters and duration of the current storm, quickly matches any similar
storms. One can then click back to the graphic weather displays and isolate individual events.
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Axma.in ~ WXDETAIL ~ TERRAIN ~ ::I• , 0. .'O . ..
AXOATE TIME SHOT
PATH - WXO"teld NAME
SHOTNUM JO REGION
AXTIME ~ OJR ~ ASPECT ~

.iJ ~
HEADER A'<DATEISHOTNUM IPATH I.AXSIZE IDIR IsPO IASPECT IANGLE ~

TAELE .Axrnoin iAxmain .Axrnain Axmain 'M<DETAIL 'M<DETAIL TERRAIN IERRAIN-'

FIELD A'<DATE SHOTNUM PATH .AXSIZE DIR SPO ASPECT ANGLE

SHOW Show Show Show Show Show Show Show Show

SORT None None None None None None None None

FILTER 1 )- '3' Between 136 ANO .Between 15 AND 90

~ill

COMPLEX SQl QUERIES are defined in a "drag n' drop" environment. Databases are linked together and
reports are generated without the user having prior experience in the SQl platform. Queries can be named
and saved for use in the future. The Query module is the most powerful tool in SnowJob, however it is also
the most complex and time consuming to use.

10. CONCLUSION

What began as a vision almost 20 years ago, is now .
reality. The foresight and commitment to begin
entering data and develop software made the
current products possible. Remote data collection
and the SnowJob software is an indispensable tool
for the hazard forecasting program at Alta. To have
data transformed into information without hours
spent in front of a computer, contributes significantly
to the decision process. Using the software in an
educational application is in it's infancy. It shows
great promise in the future. Technology is not trying
replace a forecaster's ability to apply all the
variables. However, it does enable access to
current and historical data during the forecast
processes. This has, and will continue to, improved
our avalanche hazard forecasts.

Avalanche forecasters are still being killed
in avalanches. Whether the deaths are from poor
judgement due to lack of education, or from unique
avalanche events, they still occur. Integration of
technology into daily operations can help the
forecast community improve. Scientists continue to
work on other discovery techniques. These include
techniques such as clustering, factor analysis,
neural networks, decision trees (CHAID and CART),
genetic algorithms, rule induction, and fuzzy logic.
As contributions from practitioners and scientists
continue to merge, avalanche professionals should

look forward to the challenge of applying these
advancements to their forecast methodologies and
daily operations.
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